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MENGZHI ZHENG 
ON N’Y RENTRE PAS MAIS ON EN SORT 

 

 

Within reach 

 

The different bodies of works by Mengzhi Zheng exhibited in Lausanne reflect the same 

contradictory and random principle from which the artist constructed his artistic dialogue 

at the very beginning of his trajectory. Evolving in a “no man's land” at the limits of an 

architectural reality disconnected from all pragmatic function or usage, and in a 

sculptural universe invested with functional potential—in the most hypothetical and latent 

sense of the word—Zheng’s work is representative of an approach that blurs the lines 

between what architecture is supposed to embody, essentially “constrained,” and a 

more plastic proposal that comes from a certain “freedom.” Escaping from taxonomic 

reflexes, his works correspond above all to a processual perspective, and to an 

immediacy of execution that leads the artist to produce his objects, composed of 

emptiness and/or fullness, in sessions that are frequently condensed into a few hours, 

rarely exceeding a single working day. He uses fragile found materials—tracing paper, 

salvaged wooden sticks, bits of cardboard, depending on his surroundings—glued 

together, as in his series of Maquettes abandonnées. For these, Zheng imagined, among 

other things, cardboard boxes of indeterminate, if not ambiguous, status that can be 

seen at once as receptacles, membranes or extensions of the sculptural gesture—

pseudo-packages that also evoke the boxes, in the shape of an alter ego, which the 

conceptual artist On Kawara created to receive his Date Paintings. In other situations, 

such as in his Contextures and Petites chutes, the artist calls upon more solid, yet again 

salvaged materials, which he assembles with the same sense of urgency and are also 

determined by the tools at his disposal. Subjected to a dialectical game, these 

sculptures involve on the one hand, a small, intimate scale—you can manipulate them, 

turn them over onto themselves in order to discover and explore their parallactic 

variations—while sketching out the scenario of a “monumental” architectural 

concretization that might emerge.   

The sculpture Milieu hints at this utopia, of what Zheng describes as “almost habitable,” 

the word “almost” summarizing the tensions at play in his approach. The moving, 

fluctuating and nomadic character unique to his objects. Conceived—as with the series 

Pli-Dépli—from preparatory work made with digital technology, this work answers to 

other constraints and protocols but refers in fine to the same state of mind that animates 

his works, “within reach.”  

 

Erik Verhagen  
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Mengzhi Zheng (French, born in Ruian, China, in 1983; lives and works in Lyon, France) 

graduated from the Villa Arson in Nice (2006-2011) and studied at the Städelschule 

academy of fine arts in Frankfurt am Main (2009-2011). He was awarded a monumental 

artistic commission in the Les Halles car park in Lyon, opened in 2019. He was invited to 

show his work at Art dans les Chapelles, 2020; the Lyon Contemporary Art Biennale, 

2019-2020; the Biennale d'Architecture d'Orléans in the Frac Centre, 2017-2018; and Le 

Parfait Flâneur, a project hors les murs (off-site) organized by the Palais de Tokyo 2015 

at the Lyon Contemporary Art Biennale.  

 

 


